Abstract. This paper proposes an approximate analytic method of obtaining the mechanical impedance of air spring. The sound pressure distribution in cylindrical air spring is calculated based on the linear air wave theory. The influences of different boundary conditions on the acoustic pressure field distribution in cylindrical air spring are analysed. A 1-order ordinary differential matrix equation for the state vector of revolutionary shells under internal pressure is derived based on the non-moment theory of elastic thin shell. Referring to the transfer matrix method, a kind of expanded homogeneous capacity high precision integration method is introduced to solve the non-homogeneous matrix differential equation. Combined the solved stress field of shell with the calculated sound pressure field in air spring under the displacement harmonic excitation, the approximate analytical expression of the input and transfer mechanical impedance for the air spring can be achieved. The numerical simulation with the Comsol Multiphysics software verifies the correctness of theoretical analysis result. 
Introduction
Air spring is a kind of vibration isolation element utilizing compressibility of gases to isolate vibration after gases are filled into flexible closed container. Mechanical impedance is an important parameter describing performance of elastic element, which reflects the relationship between excitation and response of elastic element, and is a main index of vibration isolation design and performance optimization of elastic element[1-2]. The mechanical impedance can be acquired in two ways, i.e. analytic calculation and experiment test. For the elastic element with homogeneity and regular shape, the approximate expression of mechanical impedance can be acquired through analytic method. The advantage of analytic method is that the corresponding impedance of elastic element can be obtained and optimized through adjusting corresponding parameters qualitatively and quantitatively [3] . However, for air spring, the acquisition of mechanical impedance mainly refers to experiment and analysis on the base of gas state equation generally neglecting the influence of flexible shell [4] . In the theoretical analysis, it is believed that the gas inside air spring is of uniform change and the stiffness of air spring will not change with frequency. Obviously, it is unreasonable. This paper proposes an approximate analytic method of obtaining the mechanical impedance of air spring through solving the sound pressure distribution inside air spring and the shell stress field of air spring. It is of particular importance in the optimization design of air spring vibration isolation.
Assumptions and parameters
Before modelling, the assumptions are made as below:
(1) Air inside air spring is viscous gas.
(2) Vibration amplitude is small, that is, the whole system is linear. Cylindrical air spring model is shown as in Figure 1 . The initial pressure inside the air spring is assumed to be 0.3Mpa. Other parameters required by calculation and simulation are shown in Table 1 . 
Sound pressure field inside cylindrical air spring
The upper cover plate of air spring suffers from displacement harmonic excitation, as shown in Figure 1 , which can lead to the disturbance of the air volume element nearby the upper cover plate. According to the linear air fluctuation theory, the solution of sound pressure equation refers to the fixed value solution of Helmholtz under fixed boundary condition [5] . The expression of Helmholtz equation is shown as below 
and its elastic equation can be expressed as [6] 1 2 The simultaneous solution for equation (6) with equation (7) can be expressed as the following matrix form (8) can also be represented as
Expanding the equation (9), a homogeneous expansion matrix differential equation can be obtained as below 
, which is the expansion status vector,
, which is a constant expansion matrix. Equation (10) can also be expressed as
Introducing the transfer matrix   2 1 ( )
, the expansion status vectors of both ends satisfy 
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According to equation (11) and (12), the transfer matrix   T can be solved as the following expression
It can be obtained from precise integration method [7] that
where I is unit matrix.
The relation between the expansion status vectors of both ends along  direction can be expressed as 
Equation ( 
Expression of mechanical impedance
According to the definition of mechanical impedance [10] , equation (3) and (18), the input and transfer mechanical impedance of cylindrical air spring with one fixed end can be expressed as below 
Simulation Verification
The acoustic structure coupling module in the Comsol Multiphysics software is applied to simulate the internal sound pressure field and shell stress field of cylindrical air spring. Figure 5 shows the theoretical analysis and simulation results which are each other consistent. 
Conclusion
This paper proposes an approximate analytic method of obtaining the mechanical impedance of air spring through solving the sound pressure distribution inside air spring and the transfer matrix of shell. Based on theoretical analysis and simulation results, the available conclusions are as follows:
(1) The distribution of sound pressure field in the cylindrical air spring with flexible shell is effected by boundary conditions, which is a function about its height and radius. For the cylindrical air spring with rigid shell, the distribution of inner sound pressure field is only related to height. The simulation and theoretical results are consistent.
(2) A homogeneous expansion matrix differential equation for the state vector of revolutionary shells under internal pressure is derived based on the non-moment theory of elastic thin shell. Referring to the transfer matrix method and the expanded homogeneous capacity high precision integration method, the equation can be solved and the shell stress field of cylindrical air spring is obtained. Combined the stress field of shell with the sound pressure field in air spring under the displacement harmonic excitation, the approximate analytical expression of the input and transfer mechanical impedance for the air spring can be achieved. Although neglecting the air-structure and acoustic-structure interaction, the error between the theoretical analysis and simulation results is small.
Next, the method applied to calculating the mechanical impedance of other types of air spring such as bellow type or diaphragm type will be further developed and verified.
